First Republic Bank - Wire Transfers Instructions

When sending funds by Wire Transfer, please include the following information on your instructions to the originating institution/party.

**Domestic Incoming Wire Information for First Republic Bank:**

Name of Bank: First Republic Bank
City and State: San Francisco, CA
ABA Number: 321081669
Beneficiary: The Bay School of San Francisco
Beneficiary Account: 80003819224
Optional Text:

**Int'l Incoming Wire Information for First Republic Bank in $US***:

Name of Bank: First Republic Bank
Address of Bank: 111 Pine Street
City and State: San Francisco, CA
SWIFT Code: FRBBUS6S
Client Account Name: The Bay School of San Francisco
Client Account Number: 80003819224
Optional Text:

*We can receive FX as well.* The conversion is usually more cost effective to convert then send vs. converting the FX as we receive. If sending in FX--please advise which currency as there will be intermediary routing info specific to the currency.